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The Purpose of Parliamentary 

Procedure

 Parliamentary procedure facilitates 
transaction of business and promotes 
cooperation and discussion.

 Parliamentary procedure is not be used to 
confuse the inexperienced.

 First, motions have a definite order of 
precedence, each motion having a fixed rank 
for its introduction and its consideration.

 Second, only one motion may be considered 
at a time.



Listen to the Gavel

 He who controls the gavel controls the 
meeting.

 Meanings of the taps:

 One tap:  Directs everyone sit down and it 

follows the announcement of a vote.

 Two taps:  Calls the meeting to order.

 Three taps:  Directs everyone to stand.

 Series to taps:  Used to restore order.



Presentation of Motions

 A motion is the formal statement of a 
proposal or question to an assembly for 
consideration and action.  Presenting a 
motion requires the following steps:
 A member rises and addresses the presiding officer.

 The member is recognized by the presiding officer.

 The member proposes the motion.

 Another member seconds the motion.

 The presiding officer states the motion to the assembly.



Classification of Motions

 Motions are classified into four groups 
according to their purposes and 
characteristics:
 Main motions, including restorative main 

motions, such as, amend a previous action, 
ratify, reconsider, rescind, and resume 
consideration.

 Subsidiary motions

 Privileged motions

 Incidental motions



Precedence of Motions

 There is an order and rules of precedence.

 Precedence means the priority or order in 
which motions must be proposed, 
considered, and disposed of.  Remember 
PISM:

 Privileged Motions

 Incidental Motions

 Subsidiary Motions

 Main Motions



Precedence of Motions—Taking 

Precedence
 When one motion yields to another, the latter 

motion takes precedence and becomes the 
immediately pending motion.

 An immediately pending motion is the motion, 
main or secondary, currently being discussed 
before the group.

 If you are discussing a motion and someone 
moves to amend it, the immediately pending 
motion yields to the motion to amend. 



Rules Governing Motions

 The basic rules of motions:
 Does the motion require a second?

 Is the motion debatable?

 Can the motion be amended?

 What vote does the motion require?

 What is the precedence of the motion?

 Can the motion interrupt a speaker?

 To what other motions can the motion apply?

 What other motions can be applied to the motion?

 These rules are the main responsibility of the judge 
advocate.  However, we must all keep them in the back 
of our mind and be vigilant to enforce them.



Order of Precedence

Privileged Motions

Incidental Motions

Subsidiary Motions

Main Motions



Main Motions

 A main motion is a motion whose introduction 
brings business before an assembly.

 Brings a proposal for action before an assembly 
for discussion and decision.

 The main motion is the means by which a member 
may present a substantive proposal to the assembly 
for consideration and action.

 It is the basic motion for the transaction of business.

 Since only one subject can be considered at one time, 
the main motion can be proposed only when no other 
motion is before the assembly.



Main Motions
 There is a common misunderstanding that when 

the member who made the motion becomes 
unhappy with the direction of the discussion, she 
may withdraw her motion.

 The whole assembly has to give permission for 
the maker of a motion to withdraw the motion.

 Once a motion has been made, seconded, and 
stated by the chair, it belongs to the assembly 
as a whole.

 You may not speak against your own motion.  
You may ask that it be withdrawn or you may 
move to postpone it indefinitely.



Minutes and Reports

 Do not require a main motion.

 The chair asks for additions or corrections.  
If none, they stand approved as read or 
corrected.

 Minutes and reports received by the chair 
on behalf of the assembly and are 
declared approved by the chair.



Order of Precedence

Privileged Motions

Incidental Motions

Subsidiary Motions

Main Motions



Subsidiary Motions
 Subsidiary are secondary motions to assist the 

assembly in treating or disposing of a main 
motion.

 Amends a motion that is being considered by 
the assembly so that it will express more 
satisfactorily the will of the members.



Subsidiary Motions

 The main motion and the motion to 
amend are the only motions that may be 
amended without restriction.

 The four motions open to restricted 
amendment are:

 The motion to postpone to a certain time

 The motion to limit debate

 The motion to recess

 The motion to refer to a committee



Order of Precedence

Privileged Motions

Incidental Motions

Subsidiary Motions

Main Motions



Incidental Motions
 These are motions are made to challenge rules 

of order, e.g., point of order, appeal, etc.  They 
arise incidentally out of other motions and rules 
of procedure.

 Enable a member who believes that a presiding 
officer is mistaken or unfair in a ruling to have 
the assembly decide by vote whether the 
presiding officer’s decision should be upheld or 
overruled.

 Examples include parliamentary inquiries, 
appeals, points of order.



Order of Precedence

Privileged Motions

Incidental Motions

Subsidiary Motions

Main Motions



Privileged Motions

 Enable a member to secure immediate 
decision and action by the presiding 
officer on a request that concerns the 
comfort, convenience, rights, or privileges 
of the assembly or of the member, or 
permission to present a motion of an 
urgent nature, even though other business 
is pending.



Rules of Debate

 Speech Limits in Debate:  Each member may 
speak twice on any debatable motion for up to 
10 minute each.

 Recognition:  The chair designates, or 
recognizes, who to speak by addressing the first 
person who rises after the chair finishes talking.  
You cannot stand for recognition and interrupt 
someone recognized until they finish speaking 
and sit down, unless you raise an incidental 
motion.



Rules of Debate

 Germane:  Your speech must have bearing 
on whether the pending motion should or 
should not be adopted.  You cannot talk 
about random things but must stick to the 
subject.

 Debate issues, not personalities.



Rules of Debate

 Formalities are important

 You never address another individual, but 
always speak as if to the chair. “Mr. Chair, 
the previous speaker’s points were wrong for 
the following reasons…”

 Instead of names, officers are addressed by 
titles and members usually as “the previous 

speaker” or “Comrade”.



Limit/Extend, Ending Debate

 Motions to limit or extend debate:  A motion 
to limit or extend the time allowed for 
debate.  It requires a 2/3 vote, is not 
debatable but is amendable, and requires a 
second.

 Call for the previous question:  A motion to 
end debate.  It also ends secondary motions 
such as amendments, refer to committee, 
etc.  Calls for the previous question prevent 
the motion from being moved later in the 
meeting.  It requires a 2/3 vote, is not 
debatable or amendable, and requires a 
second.



Amendments

 Sometimes you may hear a motion but 
may want to change a specific portion.  
When you want to modify the motion, you 
propose an amendment. 

 It is important to be specific with your 
proposed amendment. 



Amending Amendments

 An amended motion can be amended a 
second time.  This is a secondary 
amendment.

 However, you cannot have a third or 
tertiary layer of amendments.  Secondary 
amendments cannot be amended.



Amendments Must be Germane

 All amendments proposed must relate 
somehow to the initial proposed motion 
and the question or proposed action with 
which it concerns itself. 



Methods of Voting

 A vote is a formal expression of the will of the 
assembly.
 When not prescribed by other previously adopted 

rules, the method of voting is usually determined by 
the chair.

 The assembly, at any time before the vote is taken, 
may also determine the method of voting by majority 
vote.

 The usual methods of voting are:
 General consent
 Voice vote
 Standing vote or show of hands
 Role call
 Ballot



Votes Required

 It is important to know and explain the majority 
vote required for each vote taken.

 The majority vote means majority of what?

 A two-thirds vote means two-thirds of what?

 Every post/district should state and qualify in its 
bylaws the basis on which the vote is to be 
computed.  For example:

 Majority vote

 Plurality vote

 Two-thirds vote

 Majority of the entire membership vote



Defining Votes Required

Majority Vote

Simple 
majority of 
those voting.

50% plus 1 
member.

Plurality Vote

The largest 
number of 
votes when 
there are three 
or more 
alternatives.

Two-Thirds Vote

At least two-
thirds of the 
votes cast.

Must round 
up.

Majority of 
Entire 

Membership 
Vote

A majority of 
the total 
number of 
those who are 
members.



Unanimous Consent

 Unanimous consent enables a motion to be 
adopted or some action to be taken without the 
necessity of having the process for routine 
matters.  It even permits taking action without 
the formality of a motion being made at all. 

 The chair asks the assembly for any objections to the 
procedure.

 If no member objects by simply saying “I object,”
then the chair declares the action has been agreed to. 



Putting it All Together

 Motions

 How a motion gets before the assembly

 How an assembly considers a motion

 Voting



Putting it All Together—Making 

a Motion
 A member of the assembly stand, is 

recognized by the chair, and makes a 
main motion

 Only one main motion is allowed on the 
floor at a time.  No debate is done on a 
subject unless first brought forth by a 
motion.



Putting it Together—Making a 

Motion

 How to Make a Motion:  To make a 
motion, you simply say, “I move …” when 
you have the floor.  You then describe the 
proposal.



Putting it Together—Example

 Making a Motion
 MEMBER A [Stands]:  Mr. Chair!

 CHAIR:  Mr. A.

 MEMBER A:  I move that the Tennis League 
establish a division open to juniors and 
seniors enrolled in city high schools. 
[When finished making the motion, be seated. 
Wait until later to explain why the motion is a 
good idea.] 



Putting it Together—Seconding 

Motions
 Seconding a Motion:  After a motion is made, a 

member needs to second it in order for the main 
motion to be discussed by the assembly.  The 
person seconding a motion does not need to 
agree with the seconded motion, but only have 
the desire to consider it.

 The chair states a question:  After a motion is 
moved and seconded, the chair states the 
question on the motion.  The chair says, “It is 
moved and seconded that”, and then repeats 
the motion exactly.



Putting it Together—Example

 Making, Seconding, and Stating a Motion
 MEMBER A [Stands]:  Mr. Chair!

 CHAIR:  Mr. A.

 MEMBER A:  I move that the Tennis League establish 
a division open to juniors and seniors enrolled in city 
high schools. 
[When finished making the motion, be seated. Wait 
until later to explain why the motion is a good idea.] 

 MEMBER B [Seated]:  Second!

 CHAIR:  It is moved and seconded that the Tennis 
League establish a division open to juniors and 
seniors enrolled in city high schools.



Putting it Together—Debate

 Debate on Motion
 Pending:  When motion is stated by chair, it 

is pending or on the floor. 

 Debate:  When a motion is pending/on-the-
floor, it is now open to debate.  Debate is 
the discussion of the merits of the question.  
After the question is stated, the chair usually 
turns to maker of motion to see if he wishes 
to have the floor. 



Putting it All Together—Debate

 Recognized:  To speak in a debate, you stand up 
immediately after the previous speaker and address 
the chair by their title.  The chair then designates you 
as the new speaker, recognizing you by usually calling 
you by your name or title.

 Have the Floor:  When authorized to speak by the 
chair, you are said to have the floor.

 Yield the Floor:  When you finish, you sit down and 
thus yield the floor to other speakers.



Putting it Together—Example

 Getting Recognized to Speak:

 MEMBER A [Stands]:  Mr. Chair!

 CHAIR:  Mr. A.

 MEMBER A:  It’s not a very good idea 
to… [Sits down when finished speaking].



Putting it Together—Example

 Debate
 MEMBER A [Stands]:  Mr. Speaker!

 CHAIR:  Mr. A.

 MEMBER A:  We need to bring young people into 
tennis to keep the sport 
alive… [Sits when finished].

 MEMBER B [Stands after Member A sits]:  Mr. 
Speaker!

 CHAIR:  Mrs. B

 MEMBER B:  Most of our members are adults.  High 
school students should establish their own league… 
[Sits when finished].



Putting it Together—Voting

 Chair Puts the Question

 When no one is left seeking recognition for 
debate, the chair may ask “Are you ready for 
the question?” or “Is there any further 
debate?” If no further debate, the chair 
stands and puts the question to a vote.



Putting it Together—Example

 Putting the Question
 CHAIR:  The question is on the adoption of 

the motion that the Tennis League establish a 
division open to juniors and seniors enrolled 
in city high schools.  Those in favor of the 
motion, say aye, those against no. [Calls 
Senators one by one]

 Some Members, when called [Seated] Aye!

 Some Members, when called [Seated]: No!



Putting it Together—Example

 Chair announces the results of the vote

 After the votes are collected, the chair announces the 
results.  It has four parts:

 Reporting which side “has it”.  “The ayes have it, and the 
motion is adopted.”

 Reporting that the motion is adopted or lost.

 Reporting the effects of the vote.

 Reporting the next item of business, if any. 
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